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Abstract We are investigating a componentbased approach for formal
design of distributed systems In this paper	 we introduce the framework
we use for specication	 composition and communication and we apply
it to an example that highlights the dierent aspects of a compositional
design	 including topdown and bottomup phases	 proofs of composition	
renement proofs	 proofs of program texts	 and component reuse
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  A Compositional Approach
   Introduction
Component technology is becoming increasingly popular Microsofts COM Java
Softs beans CORBA and new trade magazines devoted to component technol
ogy attest to the growing importance of this area Componentbased software
development is having an impact in the development of user interfaces Such
systems often have multiple threads loci of control executing in dierent com
ponents that are synchronized with each other
These systems are examples of reactive systems in which components inter
act with their environments Component technology has advantages for reactive
systems but it also poses important challenges including the following
 How do we specify components	 Speci
cations must deal with both progress
and safety and they must capture the relationship between each component
and its environment What technologies will support large repositories of
software components possibly even worldwide webs of components such
that component implementations can be discovered given component speci

cations	
 
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 Electronic circuit design is an often cited metaphor for building software
systems using component technologies Phrases such as plug and play and
wiring components together are used in software design These approaches
to software design will work only if there are systematic methods of proving
speci
cations of composed systems from speci
cations of components
Further we would like to propose methods in which the proof obligations
for the designer who puts components together is made easier at the ex
pense of the component designer The idea is that component designers add
component speci
cations implementations and proofs into a repository An
implementation of a component may in turn be a composition of other com
ponents We want the composers work to become easier by exploiting the
eort in speci
cation implementation and proof that is invested in building
the component repository
 Mechanical proof checkers and theorem provers can play an important role
in building highcon
dence repositories of software components though the
widespread use of these technologies may be decades away The challenge
is to develop theories of composition that can be supported by mechanical
provers
  Proposition
The basis for our framework is the Unity formalism which provides a way to
describe fair transition systems and which uses a small set of temporal logic
operators which appear well suited for many applications It is extended with a
theory of composition which relies on two intuitive forms of interaction existen
tial a system property holds if it holds in at least one component and universal
a system property holds if it holds in all components We also add a new tempo
ral operator follows which allows us to represent asynchronous pointtopoint
communication at a logical level while using only monotonic distributed ie
writable by one component only variables
These choices restrict the expressive power of the framework we do not deal
with any temporal speci
cation any form of composition any type of commu
nication This is a way in which we obtain something manageable However we
need to know if such a framework can be applied to a wide class of problems
and if it leads to simple and intuitive proofs These two points can be explored
by using the framework to design several distributed systems
Through the example described in this paper we show that this framework
can be used to specify generic and speci
c components to describe communica
tion between them to handle re
nement proofs classical Unity proofs related
to topdown steps program text correctness proofs almost classical Unity
proofs and compositional proofs related to bottomup steps
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows In the next section we
formally de
ne the dierent aspects of the framework we are using The following
section presents the architecture of a resource allocation example and introduces
the required formal steps we have to complete in order to achieve the design

The next sections are each devoted to a part of this design namely the high
level decomposition the clients design the decomposition of the allocator into
a simpler allocator and 
nally the design of this simpler allocator One proof
of each kind re
nement composition and program text correctness is given in
the paper All other proofs are detailed in appendixes
 Framework
The framework we use is based on a Unitylike logic and programming nota
tion   The traditional Unity form of composition union is used However
at the logical level we use the notions of existential and universal properties
Especially a guarantees operator that provides existential speci
cations is in
troduced   We further extend Unity with an abstraction of communication
based on temporal operators described in  
  Basis
A program describing a component behavior consists of a set of typed variables
an initially predicate which is a predicate on program states a 
nite set of
atomic commands C and a subset D of C of commands subjected to a weak
fairness constraint every command in D must be executed in
nitely often The
set C contains at least the command skip which leaves the state unchanged
Program composition is de
ned to be the union of the sets of variables and the
sets C and D of the components and the conjunction of the initially predicates
Such a composition is not always possible Especially composition must respect
variable locality and must provide at least one initial state the conjunction of
initial predicates must be logically consistent We use F   G to denote that
programs F and G can be composed Then the system resulting from that
composition is denoted by F G
To specify programs and to reason about their correctness we use Unity
logical operators as de
ned in  However when dealing with composition one
must be careful wether to use the strong or the weak form of these operators
The strong sometimes called inductive form is the one obtained from the wp
quanti
cation without using the substitution axiom   The weak form is either
the one obtained when using the substitution axiom or the one de
ned from the
strongest invariant which are equivalent   Strong operators are subscript
with S and weak operators are subscript with W No subscript means that either
form can be used The strong form of an operator is logically stronger than the
weak form Note that transient has no weak form and leadsto has no strong
form and that always is the weak form of invariant which is strong These
operators are de
ned as follows for any state predicates p and q SI denotes the
strongest invariant of the program
init p
 
 initially  p
transient p
 
 hc  c  D  p wpcpi

p next
S
q
 
 hc  c  D  p wpcqi
stable
S
p
 
 p next
S
p
invariant p
 
 init p  stable
S
p
p next
W
q
 
 SI  p next
S
q
stable
W
p
 
 p next
W
p
always p
 
 SI p
The leadsto operator denoted by 	  is the strongest solution of
Transient   transient q  true 	 q 
Implication  p q  p 	 q
Disjunction  For any set of predicates S
 hp  p  S  p 	 qi  hp  p  S  pi 	 q 
Transitivity   p 	 q  q 	 r  p 	 r 
PSP   p 	 q  s next
W
t  p  s 	 q  s 
 s  t 
X  F means that property X holds in program F  Traditionally monotonicity
is expressed with a set of stable properties In order to avoid the repetition of
this set of stable properties we de
ne the shortcut
x
 
F
 
 k  stable
W
k   x  F 
which means that x never decreases in F in isolation the weak form of stable is
used and nothing is said about x when F is composed with other components
When there is no ambiguity we omit the order relation and simply write x
Since we are dealing with distributed systems we assume no variable can
be written by more than one component
 
 We consider three kinds of variables
input ports output ports and local variables Input ports can only be read by the
component output ports and local variables can be written by the component
and by no other component
The fact that an output port or a local variable cannot be written by an
other component is referred to as the locality principle Formally if variable v
is writable by component F and env is a possible environment of F F   env
then
k  stable
S
v  k  env
ie v is left unchanged by F s environment
 Composition
We use a compositional approach introduced in   based on existential and
universal characteristics A property is existential when it holds in any system
in which at least one component has the property A property is universal when
 
Strictly speaking	 a component local variable may be read by another component	
but we do not use that possibility

it holds in any system in which all components have the property Of course any
existential property is also universal We use the formal de
nition of  which
is slightly dierent from the original de
nition in 
X is existential
 
 hFG  F  G  X  F 
X G X  F Gi
X is universal
 
 hFG  F  G  X  F X G X  F Gi
Another element of the theory is the guarantees operator from pairs of properties
to properties Given program propertiesX and Y  the propertyX guarantees Y
is de
ned by
X guarantees Y  F
 
 hG  F  G  X  F G Y  F Gi
Properties of type init transient and guarantees are existential and properties
of type next
S
 stable
S
and invariant are universal All other types are neither
existential nor universal but can appear on the righthand side of a guarantees
to provide an existential property
 Communication
All the communication involved in a system is described with input and out
put ports Formally an input resp output port is the history of all messages
received resp sent through this port Note that ports are monotonic with re
spect to the pre
x relation We need to introduce a temporal operator to describe
communication delays between these ports as well as some notations to handle
easily 
nite sequences of messages
Follows To represent the unbounded nondeterministic delay introduced by
some components including the underlying network we use a follows temporal
operator inspired form  
Denition   v

 For any pair of state expressions in particular variables
x and x and an order relation   we dene xv

x  x follows x	 with respect
to  
xv

x
 
 x
 
  x
 
  always x   x  k  k   x 	 k   x
Intuitively xv

x means that x and x are monotonic and x is always trailing
x wrt the order   but that some liveness always works at reducing the gap
Then follows can be used in conjunction with functions on histories to de
scribe dierent kinds of transformational components Deterministic components
are described with speci
cations of the form Out v

fIn while nondetermin
istic components use the fOut v

In form In particular network components
wires are speci
ed by Out v

In
The following properties are referred to as follows theorems
xv

x  f monotonic fxv

fx
xv

x  xv

x  xv

x
xv

x  yv

y  x  yv

x  y for sets or bags

Notations on Histories
Denition   Given a nite sequence Seq and a set S SeqS represents
the subsequence of Seq for indexes in S
jSeqSj
 
 cardjSeqj  S and
hk     k   jSeqSj  SeqSk
 
 Seqhminn  cardS  n  k  nii
jSeqj denotes the length of sequence Seq Note that we do not force values in
S to be valid indexes of Seq Actually the condition under which k is a valid
index of SeqS is    k   jSeqj  k  S
Denition  v
R
 Given a binary relation R we dene the corresponding
weak prex relationship denoted by v
R

Q v
R
Q

 
 jQj   jQ

j  hk     k   jQj  Qk R Q

ki
Note that v

is the traditional pre
x relationship In the paper we are only
using v
 
and v

on sequences of integers
Denition 	  
Given S and S

in 
IN

S   S

 
 S  S

 hx  x  S

 x  S  hy  y  S  y   xii
S   S

strengthens the subset relation S  S

by forcing the additional values
in S

to be greater than all values in S An alternative de
nition could be
S   S

 
 hQ  QS v QS

i
Denition 
 B We denote by BQ the bag of the values in sequence Q

Note that function B is monotonic
 The Resource Allocation Example
  The Dierent Steps of the Design
We suppose we want to design a resource allocation system we want some clients
to handle correctly some shared resources
In a 
rst step we specify formally what the clients are doing with respect
to these resources spec  and what the correctness constraints of the sys
tem are spec  We deduce in a systematical way how a resource allocator
should behave to provide that correctness spec  We then pick some generic
network speci
cation spec  and make a compositional proof to show that
if all components satisfy their speci
cations the system global correctness is
guaranteed proof C sect 

Now we have to design a resource allocator satisfying the previous spec
i
cation We come with the idea that such an allocator can be built from a
simpler singleclient allocator and some generic components possibly found in
a component library So we specify how the singleclient allocator should be
have spec  pick a generic merge component spec  a generic distrib
utor component spec  and connect all these components with a network
spec  We obtain an allocator that enjoys additional properties compared
to the allocator we need for our system Since such properties may be reused
later in another design we specify formally this resulting allocator spec 
and prove that it is actually obtained from the chosen components proof C
sect B We also prove that this allocator implements the allocator we needed
proof R sect 
To complete the development we have to design a client program and a
singleclient allocator program Starting from the speci
cations we obtained 
and  we write two programs we hope to satisfy the given speci
cations We
observe that the resulting programs prog sect  and prog sect  have
more properties than requested Again since such properties can be reused we
express formally these behaviors spec  and spec  prove that the texts
satisfy these speci
cations proofs T sect  and T sect D and of course
that these speci
cations are stronger than requested proofs R sect C and
R sect C
The dierent steps of this design are summarized in 
g 
 Notations
Resources are described with anonymous tokens All the messages exchanged
between the resource allocator and its clients have the same type integer the
number of tokens requested given or released Tokens h is the total number of
tokens in history h ie Tokens h 
P
jhj
k 
hk
All clients have the same generic behavior They send requests for resources
through a port ask  receive these resources through a port giv  and release the
resources through a port rel  Clients variables are pre
xed with Client
i
 The
allocator has three arrays of ports ask  giv and rel  pre
xed by Alloc A network
is responsible for transporting messages from Client
i
ask to Allocask
i
 from
Allocgiv
i
to Client
i
giv  and from Client
i
rel to Allocrel
i
 A valid initial state
is a state where all ports histories are empty and where the resource allocator
has a stock of NbT tokens
 From a Resource Allocation System towards an
Allocator and Clients
	  Components Specications
The global correctness we want for the resource allocation system is expressed
in a very traditional way A safety property states that clients never share more
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tokens that there exists in the system A liveness property guarantees that all
client requests are eventually satis
ed Fig 
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Fig  Resource allocation system specication
Clients speci
cation is also very intuitive The safety part is that clients never
ask for more tokens that there exist such requests would not be satis
able
The liveness part guarantees that clients return all the tokens they get when
these tokens are satisfying a request unrequested tokens or tokens in insucient
number may not be returned Fig 
true guarantees ask   rel  
true guarantees always hk  ask k   NbT i 
giv  guarantees h 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
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Fig  Client specication required
The allocator speci
cation is almost derived from the client speci
cation
In particular there is a strong correspondence between the righthand sides of
clients guarantees and the lefthand side of the allocator guarantees The global
safety which is the responsibility mostly of the allocator appears also in the
speci
cation Fig 
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Fig  Allocator specication required

The network speci
cation relies on the follows operator Output ports are
connected to corresponding input ports with v

which provides both safety and
liveness Fig 
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	 Composition Proof
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Proof
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 From a SingleClient Allocator to a General Allocator

  Components Specications
The 
rst component we use is a fair merge It merges N input channels In into
one output channel Out Furthermore it provides for each output message
the number of the channel where it comes from iOut Fig  This merge
component is assumed to be fair No input channel can be ignored inde
nitely
A merge component is nondeterministic
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Fig  Merge specication

The main merge speci
cation is  But since this speci
cation only con
straints values when indexes are present and indexes when values are present
we force that there is no value without the corresponding index and no index
without the corresponding value  Moreover speci
cation  does not con
straint values corresponding to nonvalid indexes So we force that there is never
a nonvalid index  Finally these speci
cations force the output to be mono
tonic in length only some value may still be replaced by another changing the
corresponding index at the same time Therefore we add the constraint 
We obtain the speci
cation in 
g 
The distributor component is the symmetric of the merge Given a valid index
in iIn and a value in In it outputs the value in the right output queue Out
i
Fig  A distributor component is assumed to be fair If indexes are present
the input channel cannot be ignored inde
nitely A distributor component is
deterministic
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Fig 	 Distributor specication
The distributor main speci
cation is similar to the corresponding merge spec
i
cation Fig  One important dierence is the lefthand side of the guarantees
We have to assume that the indexes provided in iIn are correct The diculties
we had with the merge leading us to add several speci
cations do not appear
here In particular the monotonicity of outputs is a theorem 
We now combine these merge and distributor components with a simple
allocator that only deals with a unique client The requests are merged towards
this simple allocator Their origins are transfered directly to a distributor which
is responsible for sending the tokens given by the allocator to the right addresses
Releases are also merged towards the simple allocator Their origins are not used
All four components are connected via a network described with follows relations
Fig 
The allocator we build from this composition provides a speci
cation stronger
than the required speci
cation  The dierence is that the origin of releases
is completely ignored Therefore the resulting allocator only cares about the
total number of tokens coming back This allows clients to exchange tokens and

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Fig 
 General allocator architecture and network specication
a client can return tokens received by another client This leads to a weaker
assumption in the lefthand side of the liveness property Fig 
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Fig  Allocator specication provided
The previous construction relies on a singleclient allocator Its speci
cation
is derived from speci
cation  for N   Fig 

 Basic Properties
In this section we state some basic properties satis
ed by the merge and distrib
utor components We can either consider them as lemmas in the compositional
proof or as additional speci
cations provided for instance by a previous use of
these components see conclusions
Merge Component The following formula states that the output in terms of
bags follows the input of a merge In other words there are always less messages

true guarantees giv  
rel  guarantees always Tokens  giv  Tokens  rel   NbT 

ask   rel 
 always hk  ask k   NbT i
 h  h v giv  h v

ask  Tokens  rel  Tokens  h
guarantees
h  h v ask  h v
 
giv

Fig  Singleclient allocator specication required
on the right of a merge than on the left but some liveness works at reducing
that dierence
i  In
i
 guarantees BOutv


i
BIn
i
 
Proof
 See appendix A ut
Distributor Component This property states the monotonicity of outputs
In   iIn   always hk     iInk  Ni
guarantees
i  Out
i


Proof
 See appendix A ut
The following property corresponds to property  for the merge
In   iIn   always hk     iInk  Ni
guarantees
S
i
BOut
i
v

BInfk j    k   jiIn jg

Proof
 See appendix A ut

 Renement Proof
We need to show that the provided speci
cation  is stronger that the required
speci
cation  The only proof obligation is that    Since the right
hand sides are the same we have to prove that the lefthand side of  is stronger
that the lefthandside of 

Proof
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i
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i
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i
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i
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i
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h 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i
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i
 h
i
v

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i
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P
i
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i

P
i
Tokens h
i
flhs of 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ut
The composition proof is given in appendix B
 Clients
  Model
A client handles a variable T which is randomly chosen between  and NbT
and which represents the size of the next request Requests for tokens are built
by appending the value of T to the history of requests There is exactly one
rel message produced for each giv message received that satis
es the condition
enough tokens to serve the request Such a client can send several requests
before one request is answered and can receive several answers before it releases
one
Program Client
Declare
giv  input history 
ask  rel  output history 
T  bag of colors
Initially
   T   NbT 
Assign weak fairness
rel  rel 	 giv jrel j  if jrel j  jgiv j  giv jrel j   ask jrel j 
Assign no fairness
 T  T mod NbT   
 ask  ask 	 T
End
 Provided Specication
The client model provides a dierent and stronger liveness than requested It
is only requested that clients return the right total number of tokens However
this client always return all the tokens corresponding to a request in a single
message Fig 
The re
nement proof    is given in appendix C

true guarantees ask   rel  
true guarantees always hk  ask k   NbT i 
giv  guarantees h  h v giv  h v

ask  h v rel 
Fig  Client specication provided
 Correctness Proof
Property 	 Inductive and local
Property 
 The program satis
es the following inductive invariant
invariant hk  ask k   NbT i  T   NbT 
which is local and stronger than the required always property
Property 
Lemma 
h k  transient rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask  Client 
Proof
 We use the fact that transient q  p q transient p
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask
 fDe
nition of v

 calculusg
rel  k  jrel j  jhj   jgiv j  hn     n   jhj  giv n  ask ni
 fCalculusg
rel  k  jrel j   jgiv j  hn     n   jrel j   giv n  ask ni
 fChoose n  jrel j g
rel  k  jrel j   jgiv j  giv jrel j   ask jrel j 
fFrom the 
rst program statementg
is transient for any k
ut
Proof specication 
 In any composed system
fFrom lemma  existentiality of transientg
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask
	 rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask 
 fgiv  from lhs ask  PSPg
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask 	 rel  k
 frel  PSPg
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask 	 k  rel

 fInduction on jhj  jkjg
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask 	 rel  h
 fWeakeningg
rel  k  k  h  h v giv  h v

ask 	 h v rel
 fDisjunction over kg
rel  h  h v giv  h v

ask 	 h v rel
 fDisjunction p  r 	 q p 
 q  r 	 qg
rel  h 
 h v rel  h v giv  h v

ask 	 h v rel
 falways rel v giv holds in system hence h v giv  rel  h 
 h v relg
h v giv  h v

ask 	 h v rel
ut
 The SingleClient Allocator
  Model
The allocator uses a variable T to store the number of available tokens It simply
answers an unsatis
ed request if there is enough tokens in T  The allocator also
looks into its release port and consumes messages to increase T  It keeps track
of the number of consumed messages in NbR
Program Alloc
Declare
ask  rel  input history 
giv  output history 
T  bag of colors
NbR  int
Initially
T  NbT NbR  
Assign weak fairness
giv T  giv 	 ask jgiv j T  ask jgiv j 
if jask j  jgiv j  T  ask jgiv j 
 T  NbR  T  rel NbR   NbR   if jrel j  NbR
End
 Provided Specication
The previous model provides a speci
cation for the single client allocator stronger
than the required speci
cation 
The main dierence is that this allocator waits for a request before it sends
tokens  This is not explicitly required in speci
cation  Especially we can
imagine an allocator able to guess some clients requests using for instance some
knowledge that several clients have exactly the same behavior client i asked for
n tokens therefore client j will also ask for n tokens The only constraint is
that tokens given to a client correspond possibly in the future to a request from
that client Then since this allocator does not send tokens without requests it
can expect the return of all the tokens it sent which changes the lefthand side

of the liveness property  Intuitively this leads to a stronger speci
cation
Never sending tokens without request and expecting the return of all tokens is
stronger than only expecting the return of tokens sent in response to a request
The second minor dierence is that this allocator always gives exactly the
right number of tokens The resulting speci
cation is summarized in 
g 
true guarantees giv  
rel  guarantees always Tokens  giv  Tokens  rel   NbT 

ask  guarantees always giv v ask 
ask   rel 
 always hk  ask k   NbT i
 k  Tokens  giv  k  Tokens  rel  k
guarantees
h  h v ask  h v giv

Fig  Singleclient allocator specication provided
The re
nement proof    is given in appendix C The program
text correctness proof is given in appendix D
	 Conclusions
The allocator example illustrates the need when adopting a componentbased
design to switch between topdown and bottomup approaches A designer has
in mind the global at his level system he wants to obtain He deduces some
expected components behaviors Among these components some are generic and
he can expect to 
nd them in some repository However he will have to design
some other components by himself Such a design can be compositional again
Sect  or he can just program them in a traditional way Sect  and 
While building these components by programming or by further decom
position he adopts the provider point of view he looks at what he gets and
expresses it logically The provided speci
cation and the required speci
cation
need not be the same and in general they are dierent This is because when
specifying a required behavior one does not want to demand too much and
on the other hand when programming a model one does not try to obtain the
weakest possible solution If the user and the provider are forced to share some
average common speci
cation they remain unsatis
ed Why should I ask for
things I dont need	 Why should I hide some properties my program has	
Because we hope for reusability a component should be 
nally published with its
provided speci
cation as well as with dierent weaker speci
cations Fig 
One advantage in publishing these weak speci
cations is that they may allow

a reuse of the component while avoiding either another re
nement proof or a
complex compositional proof using directly the provided speci
cation These
weaker speci
cations can be obtained from previous uses of that component
Another possibility is that the component implementor invests eort in prov
ing several speci
cations of his component and hence reduces the work of the
composer who can use the most convenient speci
cation
Provided
Specification
Required
Specification
1
Required
Specification
2
Required
Specification
...
Required
Specification
n
Fig  Multiple use of a component
As we see on the example this approach requires three kinds of proofs com
positional proofs to deduce the correctness of a system or subsystem from
components correctness renement proofs to check that bottomup phases pro
vides components stronger than requested during topdown phases program text
correctness proofs to relate at the bottom program texts to logical speci
ca
tions The framework we are using based on Unity extended with composition
operators guarantees and some communication abstraction follows is able
to handle those three types of proofs while remaining in the minimalism spirit
of Unity
Our goal being to build distributed systems from components it is very
important to have the possibility to specify components in terms of input and
outputs and to be able to connect them formally through simple proofs Mixing
a temporal operator like follows with some basic sequences properties seems
an interesting approach We are currently investigating how far this approach
can go Especially we would like to express both traditional functional behaviors
and useful nondeterministic behaviors like merge with a common notation that
would be able to handle their interaction nicely
Another area of interest is universal properties Throughout the allocator ex
ample all composition aspects are handled with existential properties Although
it it easier to use existential properties than universal properties it seems that
they can become insucient when dealing with global complex safety properties
We are currently investigating examples involving such global complex safety
properties to learn more about universallybased composition 

The motivation for this research is the development of large repositories of
software components Designers can discover implementations of components
and use relatively simple compositional structures to create useful software sys
tems Widespread deployment of such repositories may be years away Never
theless we believe that research to support such repositories is interesting both
because it oers intellectually stimulating problems and because it is useful
We have been working on composition in which shared variables are modi
ed
only by one component and read by others Further proofs are simpli
ed if these
shared variables have a monotonic structure Existential and universal property
types make proof obligations very clear and these property types yield nice
proof rules that appear at least at this early stage in our investigation to be
well suited for mechanical theorem provers We have started a collaboration with
Larry Paulson who has successfully used Isabelle  to prove the correctness of
such systems
Much work remains to be done to achieve our goal of large repositories of
software components with their proofs of correctness This is a step in that
direction
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A Basic Properties Proofs
A  Merge
Property  
i  In
i
 guarantees BOutv


i
BIn
i
 
Proof

BOut
 fFrom speci
cation  jOut j  jiOut jg
BOutfk j    k   jiOut jg
 fFrom speci
cation  for any k
hi     i  N  iOut k  ii  trueg
BOutfk j    k   jiOut j  hi     i  N  iOut k  iig
 fCalculusg
BOut
S
N 
i
fk j    k   jiOut j  iOut k  ig
 fSets are disjoint lemma g
S
N 
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BOutfk j    k   jiOut j  iOut k  ig
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fFrom speci
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S
N 
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BIn
i

ut
A Distributor
Property 
In   iIn   always hk     iInk  Ni
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i  Out
i


Proof
 From speci
cation  any follows righthand side being monotonic
ut
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 fCalculusg
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 iInk  ii  trueg
BInfk j    k   jiIn jg
ut
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B Compositional Proofs
B  C 
See sect 
B C
Lemmas and Corollaries The following lemmas and corollaries are used in
the proof For any binary relation R any sequences Q Q Q

 Q

 Q

 Q

 any
sets S S

 and any predicate P 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R
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
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The following lemma relates the bags of histories to the number of tokens in
these histories
Lemma 	 bags and tokens relationship For any queues Q Q

and Q


BQ  BQ

  TokensQ  TokensQ


BQ  BQ

  BQ

  TokensQ  TokensQ

 TokensQ



In the remainder of the proof variable names are not pre
xed with compo
nent name We use instead the names of 
g  Properties are stated for the
global system
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Proof specication 

h v ask
i
	 fask
i
 merge speci
cation  follows livenessg
h v Afk j    k   jiAj  iAk  ig
	 fask v

A iGv

iA corollary  follows livenessg
h v askfk j    k   jiGj  iGk  ig
	 fLemma g
h v
 
givfk j    k   jiGj  iGk  ig
	 fFrom distributor speci
cation  lemma  follows livenessg
h v
 
giv
i
ut
C Re
nement Proofs
C  R 
See sect 
C R
We need to show that the provided speci
cation  is stronger that the required
speci
cation  The only proof obligation is that    which is trivial
since
h v rel  Tokens rel  Tokens h

C R
We need to show that the provided speci
cation  is stronger that the required
speci
cation  The only proof obligation is that   
Lemma 	
  lhs of   k  Tokensgiv  k 	 Tokensrel  k 
Proof

Tokens giv  k
 fChoice of hg
Tokens giv  k  giv  h
 fask  from lhs of  use speci
cation g
Tokens giv  k  giv  h  h v ask
	 fFrom lhs of g
Tokens rel  Tokens h
 fFrom Tokens h  kg
Tokens rel  k
ut
Proof specication 
 Assuming 
lhs of 
 fLemma g
lhs of   k  Tokens giv  k 	 Tokens rel  k
 fCalculusg
lhs of 
guarantees fUsing  from g
h  h v ask 	 h v giv
 fWeakening v into v

g
rhs of 
ut
D Text Correctness Proofs
D  Lemma for Proving Guarantees
The following lemma is useful when proving some guarantees properties from a
component program text It allows us to derive a weak system property right
hand side of a guarantees from a strong local property from the program text
a weak system property lefthand side of the guarantees and a strong system
property from locality hypotheses
Lemma 	 Given programs F and G and predicate P  the following rule holds
stable
S
Pxy  F
k  stable
W
Pky  F G
k  stable
S
x  k G
stable
W
Pxy  F G


Proof

stable
S
Pxy  F  
k  stable
W
Pky  F G 
k  stable
S
x  k G
 fTranslating stable into nextg
Pxy next
S
Pxy  F  
k  Pky next
W
Pky  F G 
k  x  k next
S
x  k G
 flhs strengthening rhs weakening of nextg
k  x  k  Pxy next
S
x  k 
 Pxy  F  
k  Pky next
W
Pky  F G 
k  x  k  Pxy next
S
x  k 
 Pxy G
 fUniversality of next
S
g
k  x  k  Pxy next
S
x  k 
 Pxy  F G 
k  Pky next
W
Pky  F G
 fConjunctivity of nextg
k  x  k  Pxy  Pky next
W
x  k 
 Pxy  Pky  F G
 fPredicate calculus lhs  x  k  Pxy rhs Pxyg
k  x  k  Pxy next
W
Pxy  F G
 fDisjunctivity of nextg
hk  x  k  Pxyi next
W
Pxy  F G
 fPredicate calculusg
Pxy next
W
Pxy  F G
 fTranslating next into stableg
stable
W
Pxy  F G
ut
D T 
See sect 
D T
Property  Inductive and local
Property 
Proof

fFrom program textg
stable
S
T   Alloc
stable
S
NbR   jrel j Alloc
stable
S
T  NbT  Tokens giv 
P
NbR
i 
rel iAlloc
 fLet x  T  NbR giv and y  rel and
Pxy  T    NbR   jrel j  T  NbT  Tokens giv 
NbR
X
i 
rel ig

stable
S
Pxy  Alloc
 fFrom locality and lhs of g
stable
S
Pxy  Alloc
 k  stable
W
Pky Allocenv  k  stable
S
x  k  env
 fLemma g
stable
W
Pxy Allocenv
 fHistories are empty in initial state assume NbT  g
always Pxy Allocenv
 fExpanding predicate Pg
always
T    NbR   jrel j  T  NbT  Tokens giv 
P
NbR
i 
rel i
Allocenv

 fFrom NbR   jrel j 
P
NbR
i 
rel i   Tokens rel g
always Tokens giv  Tokens rel   NbT Allocenv
ut
Property 
Proof
 Let x  giv  y  ask and Pxy  x v y
fFrom program textg
stable
S
Pxy  Alloc
 fFrom locality and lhs of g
stable
S
Pxy  Alloc
 k  stable
W
Pky Allocenv  k  stable
S
x  k  env
 fLemma g
stable
W
Pxy Allocenv
 fHistories are empty in initial stateg
always Pxy Allocenv
 fExpanding predicate Pg
always giv v ask Allocenv
ut
Property   All the following properties are stated for Allocenv including
transient properties that come from the corresponding transient property in
Alloc alone
Lemma 	
k  jrel j  k 	 NbR  k 

Proof

fFrom program textg
k  transient jrel j  k NbR  k  
 fUsing stable jrel j  k from lhs of guarantees PSPg
k  jrel j  k NbR  k   	 NbR  k  
 fUsing stable NbR  k from program text PSPg
k  jrel j  k NbR  k   	 NbR  k
 fInduction over n using the previous propertyg
n k  jrel j  k NbR  n 	 NbR  k
 fDisjunction over ng
k  jrel j  k 	 NbR  k
ut
Lemma 

k  T  ask jgiv j   jask j  jgiv j  k 	 jgiv j  k 
Proof
 Similar as for  ut
Lemma 
 
always
NbR
X
i 
rel i  Tokensgiv  T  NbT 
Proof
 From ask  and rel  in the lefthand side of the guarantees we can
use the righthand side of  proved under the hypothesis rel  from which
the required property follows trivially ut
Proof property 

fFrom lhs of guarantees giv  PSP predicate calculusg
jgiv j  n  Tokens giv  k 	 jgiv j  n  Tokens giv  k  Tokens rel  k 
 jgiv j  n
 fLemma g
jgiv j  n  Tokens giv  k 	 jgiv j  n  Tokens giv  k 
P
NbR
i 
rel i  k 
 jgiv j  n
 fLemma g
jgiv j  n  Tokens giv  k 	 jgiv j  n  T  NbT  
 jgiv j  n
 fDisjunction over kg
jgiv j  n 	 jgiv j  n  T  NbT  
 jgiv j  n
 flhs strengthening ask  PSPg
jask j  k  jgiv j  n  k 	 T  NbT  jask j  jgiv j  n 
 jgiv j  n
 fask jgiv j    NbT  from lhs of guaranteesg
jask j  k  jgiv j  n  k 	 T  ask jgiv j   jask j  jgiv j  n 
 jgiv j  n
 fFrom lemma g
jask j  k  jgiv j  n  k 	 jgiv j  n
 fInduction over ng
jask j  k 	 jgiv j  k
 fDisjunctiong
jask j  k 	 jgiv j  k
 fUsing g
h  h v ask 	 h v giv
ut

